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Abstract
The codebook based (bag-of-words) model is a widely
applied model for image classiﬁcation. We analyze recent
coding strategies in this model, and ﬁnd that saliency is
the fundamental characteristic of coding. The saliency in
coding means that if a visual code is much closer to a descriptor than other codes, it will obtain a very strong response. The salient representation under maximum pooling
operation leads to the state-of-the-art performance on many
databases and competitions.
However, most current coding schemes do not recognize
the role of salient representation, so that they may lead to
large deviations in representing local descriptors. In this
paper, we propose “salient coding”, which employs the ratio between descriptors’ nearest code and other codes to
describe descriptors. This approach can guarantee salient
representation without deviations. We study salient coding
on two sets of image classiﬁcation databases (15-Scenes
and PASCAL VOC2007). The experimental results demonstrate that our approach outperforms all other coding methods in image classiﬁcation.

Figure 1. (a) The framework of the codebook based model. (b) A
demonstration of three kinds of classic coding strategies. The red
ball is a local descriptor and the green rectangles are codes.

include Harris detector [17] and its extension [25], maximally stable extremal region detector [21], afﬁne invariant salient region detector [22]. For local feature description, we usually use local descriptors such as Haar descriptor [27], scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptor
[20], gradient location and orientation histogram (GLOH)
descriptor [23], rotation-invariant feature transform (RIFT)
descriptor [18], shape context [10], histogram of gradients
(HOG) descriptor [15]. After obtaining local features (i.e.,
descriptors), this model uses a codebook to represent them.
The codebook is a group of codes usually obtained by clustering over all descriptors. This process is usually called
“coding”. We will detail various coding strategies in Section 2.1. Afterwards, the responses on each code are integrated into one value by spatial pooling operation, e.g.,
maximum or average pooling. Therefore, an image is described by a histogram whose length is equal to the size of
the codebook. Finally, the histogram is sent to a classiﬁer,

1. Introduction
Image classiﬁcation is an important problem in computer
vision and pattern recognition. It plays a key role in many
applications such as video surveillance, image retrieval and
web content analysis. There are many approaches for image
classiﬁcation. The codebook based (bag-of-words) model
[14] and its extensions achieve the state-of-the-art performance in many famous databases (e.g., Caltech101 [1] and
Caltech256 [2]) and competitions (e.g., PASCAL VOC [3]
and TRECVID [4]).
Figure 1 (a) shows the framework of the original codebook based model. Firstly, it extracts images’ local features
by detectors or dense sampling and then calculates their
descriptors. For local feature detection, classic detectors
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e.g., Boosting [24],[16] or Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[11], [13] for classiﬁcation.
In this paper, we focus on the process of representing descriptors using the codebook. Figure 1(b) illustrates three
kinds of classic coding strategies. Hard voting [14] is
adopted in the original codebook model. It reﬂects the occurrence frequency of codes. In hard voting, each descriptor
is represented by its nearest code. It is simple and fast, but
limited in representing descriptors. To improve it, soft voting [26] is developed, wherein a descriptor is represented by
multiple codes. Besides, frequency is replaced by Euclidean
distance between descriptors and codes. This scheme enriches descriptors’ information and increases the ﬁnal classiﬁcation accuracy. Reconstruction based method, e.g.,
sparse coding [29] is another idea to enhance hard voting.
It chooses a group of codes to reconstruct 1 descriptors plus
a constraint to the number of codes. In further researches
(e.g., LCC [30] and LLC [28]), the locality constraint of
codes’ spatial location is integrated. Reconstruction based
coding as well as sparse and locality constraints achieves
very good performance compared with hard voting and soft
voting [12],[30],[28].
We take LLC as an example for further analysis. LLC
uses K nearest codes to encode a descriptor. If there is a
code that is much closer to the descriptor than other codes,
the response in this code will be much stronger than others. We call this code and process as a salient code and
salient representation respectively. The salient representation is robust because the salient code can independently
describe the descriptor. Due to maximum pooling operation
used in LLC, only the strongest response on each code is
preserved. Weak responses are discarded although they are
used for reconstruction. These weak responses are unstable
because they need combining with other responses to represent a descriptor. Therefore, LLC plus maximum pooling operation is not to obtain exact description but salient
representation to descriptors. However, the least square optimization adopted in LLC cannot guarantee salient representation in all cases. When K is smaller than the dimensionality of descriptors, the least square optimization is an
under-determine problem which may lead to a non-zero solution. Thus, LLC may produce large deviation in descriptor reconstruction.
To resolve the above large deviation problem, we reconsider the deﬁnition of saliency, and propose a salient coding
based method for image classiﬁcation. Speciﬁcally, we apply the difference between a descriptor’s nearest code and
other codes to represent the descriptor. This strategy can
stably obtain salient representation and avoid the large deviation problem that exists in reconstruction based coding
methods. We study salient coding on the 15 natural scenes

and PASCAL VOC 2007. In these databases, our method
performs very well.
We have three main contributions in this paper:

Let x be a descriptor, e.g., 128 dimensional SIFT descriptor, B = [b1 , b2 , ..., bM ] be a codebook with M cluster
centers and V = [v1 , v2 , ..., vM ] be the responses of the
codebook.
To represent x, hard voting assigns 1 to the nearest code
and 0 to others:

1, if i = arg min(||x − bj ||2 )
j
vi =
(1)
0,
otherwise

1 The reconstruction is implemented via resolving a least square optimization problem. We detail it in Section 2.

Hard voting [14] only uses frequency information of
codes and is limited to describe descriptors.

1. Comprehensively analyze various coding schemes in
the codebook based model, including their advantages
and limitations. Based on the analysis, we present, for
the ﬁrst time to our knowledge, that saliency is the fundamental characteristic of coding.
2. Propose a novel salient coding algorithm based on the
above analysis. It can stably extract saliency representation to descriptors without the large deviation problem that exists in reconstruction based coding methods.
3. Conduct a number of experiments on two kinds of
image classiﬁcation databases: 15 natural scenes and
PASCAL VOC2007. In these experiments, we study
the inﬂuence of the parameters in salient coding, and
compare salient coding with other coding strategies.
Our method achieves very good performance, comparable to the state-of-the-art algorithms on both the
15 natural scenes dataset and the PASCAL VOC2007
database. Moreover, it runs much faster than reconstruction based coding strategies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze various coding schemes including their
advantages and limitations. Based on the discussion, we
propose salient coding. Section 3 provides experimental
studies on the 15 natural scenes dataset and the PASCAL
VOC2007 database. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 4.

2. Our method
In this section, we introduce classic coding strategies,
analyze their limitations and propose our solution.

2.1. Classic coding methods
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Because B̃ is the nearest K codes, LLC achieves locality
representation. In addition, as K is a small number compared with the size of codebook, LLC also achieves sparse
representation. This optimization problem has an analytical solution. It reduces the computation complexity from
O(M 2 ) in sparse coding and LCC to O(M + K 2 ).

In soft voting [26], a descriptor is encoded by multiple codes using the kernel function (e.g., Gaussian function
Kσ ) of distance between descriptors and code:
vi = Kσ (||x − bi ||2 ),

i = 1, 2, ..., M

(2)

Although soft voting achieves better performance than
hard voting, it is not sufﬁcient to obtain more complete
representation to descriptors. In this sense, reconstruction
based sparse coding contains more information than soft
voting. To better understand sparse coding, we borrow the
explanation from [29] and rewrite hard voting as:
V = arg min ||x − V B T ||2
M

s.t. ||V ||0 = 1,
vi = 1

2.2. Salient coding
The work of sparse coding/LCC/LLC achieves surprising good performance using very simple local features and
classiﬁers. On many image classiﬁcation databases, they
greatly outperform hard voting. On the image classiﬁcation
competition of PASCAL VOC2009, It ranks ﬁrst on 18 out
of 20 object classes. Why SC/LCC/LLC performs so excellently on image classiﬁcation? We consider that the reason
is salient representation under maximum pooling operation.
We take LLC as an example. Every local descriptor leads
to a representation using K nearest codes chosen from the
codebook. After encoding all descriptors, each code may
obtain multiple responses. In the later maximum pooling
operation, low responses on each code are suppressed and
only the maximum response is preserved. Therefore, the
meaningful responses are those largest responses on each
code.
Next, we ﬁrstly analyze some numeric examples on these
preserved responses, and then provide the mathematical and
physical explanations.
Table 1 shows two examples of the data in LLC.
x1 and x2 are two 128 dimensional SIFT descriptors.
[b1, b2, ..., b5] denotes ﬁve codes. ||x − b||2 indicates the
Euclidean distance between x and b. [v1, v2, ..., v5] is the
responses of codes calculated by Eq. (6).

(3)

i

where || • ||0 denotes the l0 -norm, which counts the number
of nonzero entries in a vector.
Given the above form, it is clear that the l0 -norm to V
is too strong which leads to limited description to x. In
sparse coding, the l0 -norm is replaced by the l1 -norm which
is integrated into the optimization object function:
V = arg min ||x − V B T ||2 + λ||V ||1
M

s.t.
vi = 1

(4)

i

where || • ||1 denotes the l1 -norm.
Further studies [30] found that the locality constraint is
more important than the sparse constraint. In LCC, the locality constraint is obtained by minimizing the Euclidean
distance between a descriptor and codes used to reconstruct
it:
V = arg min ||x − V B T ||2 + λ
s.t.

M

i


i

||vi ||1 ||x − bi ||2

v=1

Table 1. Two examples showing that LLC reﬂects saliency.
||x1 − b1 ||2 ||x1 − b2 ||2 ||x1 − b3 ||2 ||x1 − b4 ||2 ||x1 − b5 ||2

(5)
In this manner, LCC forces distant codes away from descriptor reconstruction and focuses on near codes. A more
detailed explanation can be found in [30]
The computation cost of sparse coding and LCC is relatively high. Recently, LLC [28], a simpliﬁed and fast
version
of LCC, is proposed, wherein the constraint of

||vi ||1 ||x − bi ||2 is replaced by using K nearest codes
i

3.3371

4.4999

4.5241

4.6679

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

1.1022

0.4160

-0.084

0.0427

-0.4760

||x2 − b1 ||2 ||x2 − b2 ||2 ||x2 − b3 ||2 ||x2 − b4 ||2 ||x2 − b5 ||2

to reconstruct each descriptor:
V =arg min ||x − Ṽ B̃ T ||2
s.t.
v = 1 , ∀ i = 1, 2, ..., M

2.4333

(6)

i

where B̃ is K nearest codes to x.
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2.5518

2.9176

3.2088

3.3748

3.3834

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

0.3881

0.2975

0.0308

0.0938

0.1824

codes are similarly close to the descriptor), the descriptor
needs multiple codes to be described. This is like the case
of C1, C2 and F1. In this case, any single code cannot
independently represent the descriptor, and its response is
unstable because weak response may be discarded, e.g., the
response (V2) of C2 on F1 is suppressed by the one (V2’)
on F2.
In the later maximum pooling operation, high responses
tend to be preserved, each of which independently describes
a pattern of a descriptor. When the size of codebook is
sufﬁcient large, the salient representation of the codebook
can effectively describes many patterns of descriptors which
covers most areas of images. This leads to the ﬁnal robust
representation of images.
The least square based reconstruction is a good way
to reﬂect the salient representation. It can exactly obtain
salient representation in the low dimensional space guaranteed by the parallelogram low (see Figure 2(a)). However,
if K is smaller than the dimensionality of descriptors, it is
very possible that descriptors and codes are not in the same
plane. In this case, it is not guaranteed that a descriptor
can be reconstructed by K codes. Figure 3 illustrates an
example wherein two codes C1 and C2, in a 3-dimensional
feature space, cannot represent the descriptor x by the parallelogram law. The distance between x and x reﬂects the
deviation of reconstruction.

It is obviously that LLC reﬂects the saliency properties.
That is, if a code (b1 ) is much closer to the descriptor (x1 )
than other codes (b2 to b5 ), this code obtains a much larger
response (v1 ) than other codes’ responses (v2 to v5 ). The
large response v1 is highly possible to win the later maximum pooling competition. If no code is much closer to a
descriptor than other codes (the case of the bottom part of
Table 1), there will be no large response for all codes. In
this case, all responses may be suppressed and discarded.
Therefore, the preserved largest responses are salient representation to descriptors.
Figure 2 (a) illustrates the mathematical explanation of
reconstruction based coding strategy in the case of K =
2 in a 2-dimensional feature space. The red balls and the
green rectangles denote descriptors and codes respectively.
In LLC, the reconstruction by least square optimization in
Eq. (6) is equal to vector composition by the parallelogram
law [5]. When the descriptor (F2) is very close to a code
(C2) and far away from the other one (C3), LLC produces
a large response (V2’) for C2 and a small response (V3’)
for C3. When a descriptor (F1) locates in the middle of two
codes (C1 and C2), the responses (V1 and V2) for both of
them are not strong enough. For the case with larger K, the
analysis is similar, i.e., using the parallelogram law multiple
times.

Figure 2. (a) An illustration of descriptors reconstruction by the
parallelogram law. (b) An illustration of maximum pooling operation.
Figure 3. An example showing the deviation generated by descriptors reconstruction in LLC. The least square based optimization in
LLC (Eq. (6)) is equal to reconstruct x’ using C1 and C2, where
x’ is the project vector of x in the plane decided by C1 and C2.

What’s the physical meaning of the salient representation under the framework of the reconstruction based coding strategy and MAX pooling? When a code obtains a very
strong response, i.e., this code is much closer to the descriptor than others, this code can independently describes the
descriptor (salient representation). This is like the case of
C2, C3 and F2 in Figure 2(a), where V2’ can approximately
represent F2 without V3’. When all responses in representing a descriptor are weak (not salient representation, i.e.,

For general application of the codebook based model,
128 dimensional SIFT descriptors are usually used as the
feature. Due to sparse constraint, K is usually much smaller
than 128. Thus, Eq. (6) is an under-determined problem.
The reconstruction to a descriptor may lead to large devi1756

Φ(z) = 1 − z for convenience of normalization. In
future work, we will study the inﬂuence of different
forms.

ation so as not to correctly reﬂect the saliency properties.
In this case, LLC produces abnormal values. We show an
example in Table 2.
In Table 2, b1 and b2 are similarly close to x3 , but the
response on b1 is much smaller than the one on b2 , even
smaller than the one on b5 .

3. Very fast. Our algorithm is much faster than sparse
coding, LCC and LLC. The computation is nearly
equal to hard voting.

Table 2. An example showing the failure of LLC in representing
saliency.
||x3 − b1 ||2 ||x3 − b2 ||2 ||x3 − b3 ||2 ||x3 − b4 ||2 ||x3 − b5 ||2
4.0504

4.0605

4.3845

4.7321

4.7405

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

0.2642

0.6194

-0.4171

0.1923

-0.3413

In this section, we experimentally compare our method
with other excellent algorithms in two sets of image classiﬁcation databases: 15 natural scenes dataset [9] and Pascal
VOC 2007 [6]. We ﬁrst study our method in the 15 natural
scenes dataset with an in-depth analysis, including parameters discussion, and then use a ﬁxed set of parameters in
another database.
We note that for some algorithms, we could not reproduce their performance, possibly due to engineering details,
e.g., normalization of features, clustering techniques, dimensionality reduction and SVM parameters. Thus, we implement some of these algorithms which are exactly based
on the same algorithm framework. These methods are:
hard voting based codebook model, soft voting based codebook model and LLC based codebook model2 . This kind
of comparison makes more sense because it does not bias
any methods by different implementations. In addition, for
reader’s convenience, we also quote the best results on these
databases directly from the literature.
In our framework, we use the 128 dimensional SIFT descriptor [20] which densely extracted from images on a grid
with step size of 4 pixels under three scales: 16×16, 24×24
and 32×32. We use the standard K-means clustering algorithm to generate codebook. The parameters of the codebook size and the number of nearest codes (K) will be discussed or stated in each experiment. Lib-linear SVM [8] is
adopted for classiﬁcation wherein the penalty coefﬁcient is
set to 1. In the 15 natural scene, we repeat the experiment
10 times with different random selected training and testing
samples, and show the average accuracy and the standard
deviation. All experiments are conducted in a server with an
Intel E5520 CPU (2.27GHz and 16 cores) and 16G RAM.

To solve the above problem, we should return to the definition or the nature of the saliency. In common sense,
saliency indicates the most noticeable or important property. For coding operation in the codebook based model,
saliency means that the nearest code is much closer to a
descriptor than other codes. Thus, we can employ the difference between the nearest code and other K − 1 codes
to reﬂect saliency. Speciﬁcally, we use the ratio of them to
deﬁne saliency degree:
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎜
Ψ(x, b̃i ) = Φ ⎜
⎝

⎟
||x − b̃i ||2
⎟
⎟
K

⎠
1
||x
−
b̃
||
j
2
K−1

(7)

j=i

where Ψ(x, b̃i ) denotes the saliency degree in the process
of using b̃ to describe x, Φ is a monotonically decreasing
function, and [b̃1 , b̃2 , ..., b̃k ] is the set of K nearest codes to
x.
With the deﬁnition of saliency degree, it is easy to introduce salient coding:

vi =

Ψ(x, bi ), if i = arg min(||x − bj ||2 )
0,

j

otherwise

3. Experimental results

(8)

The salient coding has the following good properties:

3.1. 15 natural scenes dataset

1. Not limited by feature dimensionality. Our method
starts from the intuitive deﬁnition of saliency. It does
not rely on reconstruction, thus has no the underdetermine problem in LLC.

The 15 natural scenes dataset consists of 4,485 images
spread over 15 categories, each of which contains 200 to
400 images. The images categories vary from outdoor

2. Easily to implement. There is no optimization in
salient coding. The monotonically decreasing function can be any form. In our experiments, we use

2 The LLC based codebook model is implemented via embedding the
key part of the open LLC code [7] into our framework. In all experiments
on LLC, we set K = 5 according to the best performance reported in [28].
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scenes like mountains and forest to indoor environments
like living room and kitchen. We follow the experimental
setup of Lazebnik et al. [19] wherein 100 random images
per class are chosen as training samples and the rest are used
for testing.
On this dataset, we study the inﬂuence of K in Eq. (7) to
our algorithm, and then compare the performance of various
coding strategies under different size of codebook.
Figure 4 shows the performance when K = 2, 5, 10, 20
and 40 respectively under 4,096 codes. The experimental
results indicate that a small K leads to good performance.
As K increases to and more than 20, the performance decreases quickly. This is because the saliency degree deﬁned
in Eq. (7) tends to be equivalent when using too many
neighboring codes. When K=5, our method performs best,
thus we ﬁx K to 5 in the rest of experiments.

classification accuracy

83

hard voting
soft voting
LLC
our method

80

77

74

71
256

512

1024
2048
codebook size

4096

Figure 5. Performance comparison of various coding strategies under different sizes of codebook on the 15-scenes dataset.

accuracy since the codebook size has little inﬂuence to the
average pooling operation.
Besides, we list some excellent results reported by other
algorithms in table 3. Our method uses 4,096 codes and
achieves very competitive performance.

Table 3. Several existing algorithm an their performances on the
15 natural scene dataset.

Figure 4. Performance of salient coding under different K on the
15 natural scene dataset.

Figure 5 shows the results of various coding strategies
under different size of codebook. The salient coding outperforms other three coding schemes when the codebook
size is large. When the codebook size is small, e.g., 256,
our method is worse than hard voting and soft voting, because a small size of codebook can represent only a few
local features of images in our method. But for hard voting and soft voting, the performance does not decrease so
fast because the response of the codebook can still reﬂect
the distribution of local features. When the codebook size
is large (larger than 1,024), our method performs best in all
coding schemes.
The performance LLC and our method are sensitive to
the codebook size because these two methods rely on salient
representation under the maximum pooling operation. A
large number of codes can reﬂect many local descriptors
of an image. In contrast, the performance of hard voting
and soft voting is relatively stable because they adopt average pooling operation that has no such direct link with
the codebook size. However, hard voting and soft voting
have no much potential to further improve the classiﬁcation

KSPM [19]

81.40 ± 0.50

KC [26]

76.67 ± 0.39

Yang [29]

80.28 ± 0.93

Boureau [12]
Ours

83.6 ± 0.4
82.55 ± 0.41

3.2. PASCAL VOC2007
In this section, we test our algorithm on PASCAL
VOC2007, which is one of the most challenging databases
for image classiﬁcation. All images are obtained from
Flicker with large variation on size, illumination, scale,
viewpoint, deformation and clutter, as well as complex
backgrounds. The performance measure is the average precision (AP), a standard metric used by PASCAL challenge
[3].
In this experiment, the codebook size used in salient coding is 24,000, and we sets K=5 for Eq. (6) and Eq. (7).
In Table 4, we list our scores for all 20 classes on VOC
2007. We also compare our approach with other three cod1758

LLC from the viewpoint of geometry, including its advancements and limitations, i.e., the reconstruction deviation. We
have demonstrated that saliency is an fundamental property
of coding. Based on this analysis, we have proposed a novel
and fast coding strategy, called salient coding. It can effectively obtain salient representation to descriptors without
the deviation problem in reconstruction based coding methods. Experiments on different kinds of databases (15 nature
scenes dataset and PASCAL VOC 2007 database) demonstrate that salient coding achieves better classiﬁcation accuracy than previous coding schemes. At the same time,
salient coding largely reduces the computation cost compared with various reconstruction based coding schemes.
In future, we will study the inﬂuence of different choices
of the form of salient coding, and experimentally analyze its
performance in more kinds of image classiﬁcation database.

ing methods and the best performance of the challenge.
In PASCAL VOC 2007, our approach outperforms other
three coding methods, and is comparable to the best performance by recently reported algorithms. It is worth noting that most of these algorithms apply the combination of
multiple kinds of features, codebook learning and subspace
learning. Our system only uses gray SIFT features and Kmeans algorithm, and does not employ any codebook learning and subspace learning techniques.

Table 4. Performance comparison on PASCAL VOC2007.
class

hard voting soft voting LLC ours winner VOC07

aero

62.6

68.5

70.6 71.3

77.5

bicyc

51.7

58.2

63.6 64.2

63.6

bird

38.1

40.6

46.5 45.5

56.1

boat

57.5

60.8

66.2 67.4

71.9

bottle

23.8

26.7

29.3 29.8

33.1

bus

50.8

60.6

63.5 63.9

60.6

car

67.7

72.2

76.6 78.2

78.0

cat

44.0

48.8

57.7 59.2

55.8

chair

45.3

51.2

53.7 53.6

53.5

cow

29.0

34.5

42.8 43.3

42.6

table

41.1

46.6

50.2 48.2

54.9

dog

35.5

36.6

43.3 43.8

45.8

horse

71.3

73.6

75.5 76.2

77.5

mbike

54.2

62.1

65.3 66.4

64.0

person

77.8

80.8

82.5 82.9

85.9

plant

17.2

24.5

27.4 29.1

36.3

sheep

35.0

38.8

46.1 46.5

44.7

sofa

38.5

46.0

52.2 52.4

50.9

train

60.9

71.4

75.9 76.1

79.2

tv

45.7

48.2

51.9 52.0

53.2

mean

47.8

52.6

57.0 57.5

59.4
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